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n a review of Hausdor 's prin ipal work, Grund-

züge der Mengenlehre (1914), published in 1921 by
the Ameri an mathemati ian Henry Blumberg, one
reads: It would be di ult to name a volume in any

eld of mathemati s, even in the un louded domain
of number theory, that surpasses the Grundzüge in

1

learness and pre ision.

This statement might be

ompared with another

from a letter written by Paul Lauterba h, writer and
translator, to the musi ian and Nietzs he s holar,
Heinri h Köselitz (Pseudonym: Peter Gast). There
we read the following in referen e to Hausdor: A

Dionysian mathemati ian! That sounds in redible;
but let him send something to you and we will wager
that there is something about him to be experien ed.
The expression Dionysian

2

refers to Dionysius, the

Greek god of wine, fertility, but also of e stasy and
the intoxi ating, irrational, e stati

elements ne es-

sary for experien ing the world or the

reative pro-

ess. An individual who writes books of mathemati s of su h unsurpassed
the one hand, and is

larity and pre ision, on

onsidered to be Dionysian,

on the other, surely must lead a remarkable double
1
2

[Bl 1921℄, p. 116.
Paul Lauterba h: Letter to Heinri h Köselitz from 30
De ember

1893.

Goethe-

und

S hillerar hiv

Weimar,

102/417.
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existen e  and just su h a man was Hausdor. As
Felix Hausdor he was an important mathemati ian whose work has remained relevant and inuential up to the present day; as Paul Mongré he was a
man of letters, a philosopher, and a

riti al essayist,

a gure whom the journalist Paul Fe hter re alled
in 1948 in his autobiography, Mens hen und Zeiten, as one of the most remarkable individuals to
appear in the rst de ades of the twentieth

entu-

ry and who has wrongfully been forgotten by the
younger generation.

3 Naturally, in this double life

there were many visible and invisible threads that
be ame intertangled and whi h must be retra ed if
one is to understand properly the man and his work.
Felix Hausdor was born in Breslau on November 8,
1868. His father, a Jewish businessman named Louis
Hausdor (18431896), moved in the fall of 1870
with his young family to Leipzig, where he managed
various

ompanies in luding linen and

otton shops.

He was an edu ated man who already at age 13 had

4 There are several pa-

obtained the Morenu-Title.

pers penned by him, among them a longer paper on
the Aramai

translation of the Bible from the per-

spe tive of the Talmudi

Law whi h appeared in the

Monatss hrift für Ges hi hte und Wissens haft des
Judenthums. For many years Louis Hausdor was
3
4

[Fe 1948℄, p. 156.
Morenu being Hebrew for our tea her; this title was
ferred on those who qualied to tea h as rabbis.
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involved with the Deuts h-Israelitis hen Gemeinde-

5 He was even brought in as a member of the

bund.

exe utive

ommittee of the Gemeindebund be ause

its presiding o er thought it would be desirable to

have the de idedly

onservative position, for whi h

Mr. Louis Hausdor was known, to be represented
on the

6 In an 1896 obituary of the Ge-

ommittee.

meindebund the following was written about Louis
Hausdor: His great and noble heart beat warmly for

the aairs of his fellow believers. At the same time,
he was a devoted, self-sa ri ing father in the true
Jewish sense; in the same manner, his bountiful a ts
of

harity

orresponded to the most beautiful traditi-

on of our people.

7

Hausdor's mother Hedwig (18481902) ( alled Johanna is various do uments) was a member of the
widely dispersed Jewish family Tietz. From one bran h of this family

ame Hermann Tietz, the founder

of the rst department store and later the prin i5

This organization was founded after the

reation of the

German Rei h to represent the interests of German Jews

6

within the new state.
Mittheilungen des Deuts h-Israelitis hen Gemeindebundes,
Nr. 5 (1878). The

onservatives maintained a stri t li-

ne with respe t to

onventional religious pra ti es. They

fought, for example, to have Jewish pupils freed from
attending the Gymansium on the Sabbath so that they
ould attend the Synagogue, or at a minimum that they

7

be freed from writing tests on these days.
Ibid., Nr. 44 (1896).
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pal owner of a

hain of department stores Hermann

Tietz . During the period of the National-So ialist
di tatorship the rm was aryanized  under the name HERTIE.
We do not know how Felix Hausdor was reared
as a

hild. We

an only guess that he had a stri t

religious upbringing. In a report to the exe utive
ommittee of the Deuts h-Israelitis hen Gemeindebund his father said the following: The

enter of

Judaism is not found in the sermon, nor in the religious servi es. Its true fo us is mu h more to be
found in the religious life of the family.
We

an only draw indire t

on lusions about how

Felix Hausdor rea ted to his upbringing. In one
of his aphorisms, he later wrote: Whoever invented

the fable of the happiness of

hildhood forgot three

things: religion, upbringing, and the early phases of
sexuality.

8

In another one of his aphorisms he writes the following in regard to the rearing of

hildren in his day:

But the method is still the same today: exterminate, hinder,

ut o, deny, restri t, prohibit  it was a

fundamentally negative, privatisti , prohibitive method or rearing, improving, punishing  eradi ating
instead of

reating, amputating instead of healing.

9

In regard to Felix Hausdor 's religious training, the
results were the opposite of that whi h his father
8
9

4

[H 1897a℄, p. 254.
[H 1897a℄, p. 62.
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wanted to a hieve: Hausdor gave up pra ti ing the
Jewish faith. He was an agnosti

who

riti ally dis-

puted the tenets of Jewish religion just as he did
with the Christian. Still, he was never baptized, a
religious rite that would have oered him

onsidera-

L

ble advantages.
et us now turn to Hausdor 's edu ational ba k-

ground. For three years he attended the former seond Bürgers hule in Leipzig; afterward, beginning
in 1878, he went to the Ni olai Gymnasium in Leipzig. This s hool had an ex ellent reputation as a humanisti

edu ational institution. Hausdor was an

outstanding pupil, the best in his

lass over many

years, and he often was given the honor of reading
the poems he had

omposed in Latin or German

during s hool va ations. In his graduating
1887 he was the only pupil to re eive the

lass of

ummula-

tive grade of I . The fo us of the gymnasium eduation was on

lassi al languages, whi h

approximately 45 per

omprised

ent of the obligatory

urri-

ulum. Hausdor was required, for example, in the
nal examination for graduation to write a Latin essay on the theme: Cupidius quam verius Ci ero di it
res urbanas belli is rebus anteponendas esse (freely
translated: it

orresponds more to Ci ero's interests

than the truth when he states that matters of publi
welfare have priority over those of warfare ).
10

10 The

[JN 1887℄, pp. XXI.
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hoi e of eld for his university studies may well have been a di ult one for the multi-talented Felix
Hausdor. Magda Dierkesmann, a student in Bonn
from 19261932 who was often a guest in Hausdor 's
home, reported many years later: His versatile mu-

si al talent was so great that it was only due to the
urging of his father that he gave up his plans to study musi

and be ome a

omposer.

11

By the time he graduated the de ision had been rea hed (though we do not know what prompted it):
in the annual report of the Ni olai Gymnasium for
1887 next to the list of graduates one nds a
lumn giving the future eld of study,
Felix Hausdor was natural s ien es.

12

o-

whi h for

From the summer semester of 1887 to the summer
semester of 1891 Hausdor studied mathemati s and
astronomy, mainly in Leipzig, but with interruptions
of one semester ea h to study in Freiburg (SS 1888)
und in Berlin (WS 1888/1889). His extant a ademi

erti ates

13 (whi h have survived ex ept for

the semester he spent in Freiburg) show that the
student Felix Hausdor was a young man with ex11

[D 1967℄, pp. 5152. In a

onversation with Egbert Bries-

korn Frau Dierkesmann assured him that she was told this

12
13

dire tly by Hausdor.
[JN 1887℄, p. XVI.
UA Leipzig, Film Nr. 60 und Nr. 67; Ar hiv der HumboldtUniversität Berlin, Univ.-Registratur, Littr. A, N. 6, Vol.
876, No. 28. For the latter information I thank Mr. Girli h
(Leipzig).
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eptionally broad interests. Alongside the

ourses he

took in mathemati s, astronomy, physi s, hemistry,
and geography, he also attended le ture

ourses in

philosophy and history of philosophy, languages and
literatures, and on the history of so ialism and the
labor movement. In addition to this, he took part in
a

ourse on the s ienti

foundations of belief in a

personal God and in another on the relationship between mental disorders and

rime. In Leipzig he also

attended le tures by the musi ologist Paul on the
history of musi . His early love for musi

a

ompa-

nied him throughout his life; numerous parti ipants
left reports of the fas inating musi al evenings in
his home with Hausdor at the piano. Already as a
student in Leipzig he had a spe ial anity for and
ex ellent knowledge of the musi

of Ri hard Wagner.

In the nal semesters of his studies Hausdor worked
losely with Heinri h Bruns (18481919), who was
professor of astronomy and the dire tor of the observatory at Leipzig University. Bruns, a student of
Weierstrass, was above all known for his work on the
three-body problem and on opti s (Bruns' Eikonal).
Hausdor took his do torate under him in 1891 with
a dissertation on the refra tion of light in the atmo-

14 This was followed by two further publi a-

sphere.

tions on the same subje t leading up to Hausdor 's
Habilitation for whi h he submitted a study on the
14

[H 1891℄.
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extin tion of light in the atmosphere.

15 These early

astronomi al works by Hausdor were  their ex ellent mathemati al presentation notwithstanding  of
no further

onsequen e. Firstly, it turned out that

Bruns' prin ipal idea was unworkable (astronomi al
observations of refra tion near the horizon were required, whi h, as Julius Baus hinger soon thereafter
showed, were impossible to obtain with the exa titude ne essary). Se ondly, the new possibility for
making dire t measurements of atmospheri
means of test balloons made the di ult

data by

al ulations

of these data that utilized refra tion observations
obsolete. During the period between his do torate
and his Habilitation Hausdor

ompleted his year

of military servi e and he also worked for two years

W

doing

al ulational work at the Leipzig observatory.

ith his Habilitation Hausdor began his

areer

as a Privatdozent in Leipzig during whi h he oered
a wide range of

ourses in various areas of mathema-

ti s. Alongside tea hing and resear h, he also pursued his literary and philosophi al interests. With
his diverse interests, broad edu ation, and

ultivated

sensitivities in all matters of thought, feeling, and
experien e, Hausdor was drawn to a

ir le of no-

teworthy writers, artists, and publishers that in luded Hermann Conradi, Ri hard Dehmel, Otto Eri h
Hartleben, Gustav Kirstein, Max Klinger, Max Re15

8

[H 1895℄.
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ger and Frank Wedekind. During the period from
1897 to 1904  the high point of his own literary
and philosophi al

reativity  he published eighteen

of the twenty-two works that appeared under his
pseudonym, in luding a volume of poems, a play, a
book on epistemology, and a volume of aphorisms.
The book of aphorisms was the rst work that Hausdor wrote as Paul Mongré. He entitled it Sant' Ila-

16

rio. Gedanken aus der Lands haft Zarathustras.
Already his

hoi e of pseudonym suggested the au-

thor's orientation: à mon gré  after my own taste.
This ree ted an individuality, spiritual autonomy,
and a reje tion of prejudi es and

onformity in po-

liti al, so ial, religious, or other spheres of human
aairs. The subtitle of his Sant' Ilario, Gedanken
aus der Lands haft Zarthustras stems from the
umstan e that Hausdor

ir-

ompleted his book while

re uperating on the Ligurian

oast near Genoa, the

same lo ale where Friedri h Nietzs he wrote the rst
two parts of Also spra h Zarathustra; the subtitle
also naturally suggests the spiritual anity to Nietzs he. In a preview of Sant' Ilario in the weekly magazine Die Zukunft Hausdor expli itly a knowledged his debt to Nietzs he: On this blissful

oast

[

rea-

tor  wonderful, narrow paths along banks and

lis

: : :℄ I followed the lonely paths of Zarathustra's

that have no room for moving an army. If one should
16

[H 1897a℄.
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thus wish to

ount me among Nietzs he's followers,

then let this serve as my own
dor did not attempt to

onfession.

17 Haus-

opy Nietzs he let alone

surpass him; as one reviewer put it, there is not a
tra e of mimi king Nietzs he. He positions himself,
so to speak, next to him in an eort to release his individual thoughts and to gain the freedom needed to
question
a

onventional norms. Hausdor maintained

riti al distan e to Nietzs he's later works. In his

essay on Nietzs he's Der Wille zur Ma ht, a book
ompiled from various fragments in the Nietzs heAr hiv, he wrote: Nietzs he glows like a fanati . If

his moral order based on breeding were to be established drawing on our modern knowledge of biology and
physiology, that ould lead to a world histori al s andal

ompared to whi h the Inquisition and wit h tri-

als would appear like merely harmless
Yet Hausdor took his

onfusions.

18

riti al standard from the

younger Nietzs he, from the gra ious, moderate, un-

derstanding free spirit Nietzs he and from the
dogma-free, systemless skepti
Any attempt to des ribe the
of aphorisms

: : :℄19

Nietzs he [

ontents of a volume

learly makes no sense, but in order

to say at least something about it, one
17

ool,

an point

[H 1897b℄, p. 361. For details on Hausdor 's relationship
to Nietzs he, see [St 2002℄ as well as the histori al intro-

18
19

du tion to [H 2004℄.
[H 1902℄, p. 1336.
Ibid., p. 1338.
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to two ideas whi h he thematizes over and again:
rst, he expresses a deep skepti ism with regard to
all forms of teleology and, even more, ideologies or
theories for improving the world that

laim to know

the true meaning and purpose of humanity. As exemplars of this,

onsider these two ex erpts from

the rst and third Aphorisms: The world is so full

of outrageous nonsense,

ra ks, fragmentation,

ha-

os, free will; I envy those whose good, synthesizing
eyes are able to see the world as the unfolding of
an idea, a single idea.

20 If not truth itself, then

surely the belief in holding truth is to a dangerous
degree antagonisti

to life and murderous for the fu-

ture. Not one of those who deluded themselves that
they were blessed with the truth hesitated for a moment to pronou e the grand nale, or the great day,
or some other end point, turning point, or

limax

for humanity, and every time this meant that all
future humanity was to be molded by their image,
their stamp, and their narrowness.

21 This raises the

question of the relationship between the individual and so iety. For Hausdor, as for Nietzs he, the
individual is no mere gure within an histori al proess whi h subordinates his individuality to a higher
order. On the
se who are

ontrary, individuals, espe ially tho-

reative, should be pla ed in the

enter

and their rights should be defended. Here, to this
20
21

[H 1897a℄, p. 4.
[H 1897a℄, p. 6.
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point, is an ex erpt from Aphorism 35: Fruitful is

anyone who

alls something his own, whether ma-

king or enjoying, in spee h or gesture, in longing or
posessing, in s ien e or
that o

ulture; fruitful is everything

urs less than twi e, every tree growing in its

soil and rea hing up to its sky, every smile that belongs to only one fa e, every thought that is only
on e right, every experien e that breathes forth the
heart-strengthening smell of the individual!

22

The year 1898 saw the appearan e of Hausdor 's

ri-

ti al epistemologi al study  again under the pseudonym Paul Mongré  Das Chaos in kosmis her
Auslese (Chaos in

osmi

sele tion). Its

ritique

of metaphysi s resulted from Hausdor 's eort to
ome to terms with Nietzs he's idea of eternal reurren e. His aim is nothing less than to destroy
permanently every type of metaphysi s. Regarding
the world in itself, a trans endental world
Hausdor

alls it, we know nothing and

ore as

an know

nothing. We must take the world in itself  to be undetermined and indeterminant, a mere
world of experien e, our

haos. Our

osmos, is a result of sele -

tion, whi h we have always involuntarily undertaken
and

ontinue to undertake a

ording to our possibi-

lities of knowledge. Starting from that
are any number of other orders, other

haos there
osmoi, that

ould be on eived, but from the world of our
22

[H 1897a℄, p. 37.
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there is no possibility of drawing

on lusions regar-

ding a trans endental world. Hausdor formulated
his program in the following way: We will have to

show the full diversity of both worlds and the untenability of any reasoning from empiri al

: : :℄

to trans endental premises [

onsequen es

and to do so in a

omprehensive generality that also goes beyond the

: : :℄23

result of Kant in a pra ti al way [

He des ri-

bes the methodology he proposes to use to establish

: : :℄

: : :℄

laim as follows: [

this

we have [

simply to

determine those trans endental variations that leave

24

a given empiri al phenomenon un hanged.

In Chaos in kosmis her Auslese he attempted to
arry out this program for the

ategories of time

and spa e. To gain an impression of how Hausdor
applied this methodology to spa e,

onsider the fol-

lowing passage from his Leipzig inaugural le ture
Das Raumproblem. His argument here is based on
the fa t that by studying a map one

an never deter-

mine the form of the original spa e without knowing
the method of proje tion used to obtain it. From he-

: : :℄

re he argues further that: [

our empiri al spa e

is just su h a physi al map, an image of the absolute spa e [absolute in the sense of trans endental℄;

: : :℄

but [

we do not know the method of proje tion

and so we

annot know the original. The two spa es

are related by means of an unknown and undeter23
24

[H 1898℄, p. 4.
[H 1898℄, p. 9.
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mined

orresponden e, a

ompletely arbitrary point

transformation. Still, the empiri al spa e maintains
its value as a means of orientation; we are able to
nd our way with this map and we an ommuni ate
with those who also possess this map; the distortion
never enters our

ons iousness be ause not only the

obje ts but we ourselves and our measuring instru-

: : :℄

ments are uniformly ae ted by this. [
If this viewpoint is

orre t, then it must be possi-

ble for the preimage to undergo an arbitrary transformation without

: : :℄25

hanging the image: [

The

simplest su h transformation would be a uniform
shrinking or expanding of the trans endental spa e
by a

onstant fa tor. Yet Hausdor was

on erned

with arbitrary transformations, whi h means that
the trans endental spa e must remain

ompletely

undetermined and indeterminant  su h a spa e is
thus a senseless

on ept, s ienti ally speaking. Haus-

dor worked intensively on the spa e problem for
many years; in the winter semester 1903/04 he oe25

[H 1903℄, p. 15. How su h transformations might ae t physi al properties remains open here. In a posthumous (unfortunately undated) fragment Transformationsprin ip
Hausdor wrote about this: That the physi al

ontent

also might take part in the transformation needs to be
onsidered more

arefully. That is perhaps not so simple.

Perhaps in this respe t the prin iple is even obje tionable
 an idea I nd attra tive now that I've noti ed that others
(Poin aré) have taken up this prin iple!!!  (NL Hausdor:
Kapsel 49: Fasz. 1079, Bl. 3.)
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red a le ture

ourse in Leipzig on Zeit und Raum

(Time and Spa e)

26 , in whi h he spoke of his pas-

sion for this problem. The fundamental
a topologi al spa e whi h he later
eived in order to a

on ept of

reated was

on-

omodate pra ti ally every si-

tuation in whi h spatiality, in the sense of neighborhoodness, plays a role. This

on ept was proba-

bly inuen ed by his philosophi al ree tions on the
spa e problem.
It is espe ially striking that in Chaos in kosmis her
Auslese, a philosophi al study, Hausdor brought
in elements from the very newest mathemati s, namely set theory. This surely unique, but also problemati

aspe t made the work's re eption more di-

ult.
In 1904 the periodi al Die neue Runds hau published Hausdor 's on e-a t play Der Arzt seiner
Ehre (The Surgeon of his Honour). This earthy satire dealt with duelling and the

onventional

honor of aristo rats and the Prussian o ers'
Su h forms of

ode of
orps.

hivalry had begun to appear mo-

re and more outmoded in bourgeois so iety. In a
review that appeared in the Hamburger E ho on
15 November, 1904 one nds this summary opinion: Mongré has the

ourage to show duelling in the

light that it deserves. He treats it as
whi h one
26

omedy, about

an agree over a glass of wine so long

NL Hausdor: Kapsel 24: Fasz. 71.
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as one is not

hained like a vain fool to the fashi-

on demon of honor. Der Arzt seiner Ehre was
Hausdor 's greatest literary su

ess. Between 1904

and 1912 it was performed over 300 times on stages
in Berlin, Brunswi k, Bremen, Breslau, Bromberg,
Budapest, Dusseldorf, Dortmund, Elberfeld, Elbing,
Frankfurt, Furth, Graz, Hamburg, Hannover, Kassel, Cologne, Koenigsberg, Krefeld, Leipzig, Magdeburg, Muhlhausen, Muni h, Nuremberg, Prague, Riga, Strassburg, Stuttgart, Wien, Wiesbaden and Zu-

27 Hausdor 's reputation as an important play-

ri h.

wright

an be judged from the banquet he attended

on 18 June, 1912 at the Hotel Esplanade in Berlin
held in honor of Frank Wedekind: he arrived in the
ompany of Max Reinhardt, Felix Holländer and Arthur Kahane, the
theatri al s ene.
We must

28

rème de la

rème from the Berlin

ontent ourselves with these few glimp-

ses of Hausdor 's literary and philosophi al works
without tou hing on his poetry volume Ekstasen
(1900) or his essays, true pearls in this literary genre.

29 Most of the essays appeared in the periodi-

al Neue Deuts he Runds hau (Freie Bühne) (later
27
28

For the review

ited above and the information about these

performan es I thank U. Roth, Muni h.
Frank Wedekind: Gesammelte Briefe. Hrsg. von Fritz
Stri h. Bd.2, Mün hen 1924, p. 269; for this referen e I

29

thank Ariane Martin, Mainz.
On this, see [V 2000℄.
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renamed Die neue Runds hau (Freie Bühne) ), the
then leading literary journal about whi h was said:
Remember, that your life will pass, even if you made
it into the Neue Runds hau (Gedenke, Mens h, dass
Du vergehst, au h wenn Du in den Neuen Runds hau stehst).
After the Se ond World War Hausdor 's philosophial writings were for a long time forgotten, and the
same holds true for his literary works. One might
onje ture that anti-Semitism and the
barism of the Nazi distatorship

ultural bar-

ontributed to this

negle t. Up until then there was still a publi

awa-

reness of Hausdor as a philosopher and writer, as
an be seen from this entry in the 1931 edition of the

30 : Hausdor, Felix, Mathemati-

Groÿen Bro khaus

ian and Writer. He is the author of: Grundzüge
der Mengenlehre (1914), and under the pseudonym
Paul Mongré the epistemologi al study Das Chaos in kosmis her Auslese (1898), the works Sant'
Ilario. Gedanken aus der Lands haft Zarathustras
(1897) and Ekstasen (1900). H. has

lose ani-

ties to the fundamental ideas of Nietzs he; he reje ts
all metaphysi s and regards the world of experien e
as a segment drawn by
less

ons iousness out of a law-

haos. Hausdor 's Gesammelte Werke

31

on-

tain all of his philosophi al and literary works along
30
31

Dates and lo alities of his life have been omitted.
More about this edition

an be found at the

on lusion of

this arti le.
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with detailed

ommentary. The editors of these volu-

mes have in many pla es emphasized that this part
of Hausdor 's

reative work been wrongly negle -

ted. Regarding his philsophi al

ontributions, Wer-

ner Stegmaier had this to say in the prefa e to volume VII: The more I delve into Felix Hausdor 's wri-

tings, the more they

ommand my respe t: for their

larity, their honesty, their noble modesty, their intelle tual independen e, and above all for their astonishing present-day relevan e. Perhaps now the time has ome, after one hundred years, that they

an

lead to fruitful philosophi al orientation as they so

A

32

deserve.

fter a few short biographi al remarks we want

to turn to the mathemati al works. In 1899 Hausdor married Charlotte Golds hmidt, the daughter
of the Jewish physi ian, Siegismund Golds hmidt,
from Bad Rei henhall. His stepmother, in identally,
was the famous feminist and pres hool pedagogue,
Henriette Golds hmidt. In 1900 the Hausdors' only
hild, their daughter Lenore (Nora), was born; she
survived through the Nazi era and died at a ripe old
age in 1991 in Bonn.
In De ember of 1901 Hausdor was appointed as an
uno ial asso iate professor (auÿerplanmäÿiger Extraordinarius) at Leipzig University. In submitting
the fa ulty's proposal for Hausdor 's appointment,
32

[H 2004℄, p. VII.
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whi h

ontained a very favorable assessment given

by his

olleagues and

omposed by Heinri h Bruns,

the Dean added the following remark: The fa ulty

onsiders itself, however, duty bound to inform the
Royal Ministry that the present proposal was not approved by all members in the meeting on the 2nd of
November this year, but rather by a vote of 22 to 7.
The minority who voted against Dr. Hausdor did
so be ause he is of the Jewish faith.

33 This amenda-

tory remark illuminates at a glan e the open antiSemitism that was espe ially on the rise a ross the
entire German Empire after the nan ial

rash (der

Gründerkra h) that followed its founding in 1871.
Leipzig was at the

enter of the anti-Semiti

mo-

vement, in whi h students played a large role. This
may well have been one reason why Hausdor never felt parti ularly

omfortable tea hing there; ano-

ther reason was the strong sense of hierar hy among
the full professors (Ordinarien), who tended to disregard their junior
dor

olleagues. Later in Bonn Haus-

ommented retrospe tively in a letter to Fried-

ri h Engel: In Bonn one has the feeling, even as a

junior fa ulty member (Ni ht-Ordinarius), of being
formally a

epted, a sense I ould never bring myself

to feel in Leipzig [an der Pleisse℄.
33
34

34

Ar hiv der Universität Leipzig, PA 547. The full report is
reprodu ed in [BP 1987℄, pp. 231234.
Letter from 21. February 1911. NL Engel, UB Gieÿen,
Hands hriftenabteilung.
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After his Habilitation Hausdor wrote papers on opti s ([H 1896℄), non-Eu lidean geometry ([H 1899℄),
hyper omplex number systems ([H 1900b℄), insurane mathemati s ([H 1897 ℄), and probability theory
([H 1901b℄). The last two works

ontain several no-

teworthy results that were not without inuen e. In
[H 1897 ℄ Hausdor introdu ed the varian e of an
insurer's losses as a measure of risk. Whereas today
theories of individual risk have given way to

olle -

tive risk theories, nevertheless varian e of loss remains a fundamental quantity for the evaluation of
insuran e plans with xed

overages and premiums.

In this paper Hausdor also presented a rst

or-

re t proof the the Theorem of Hattendor. For various types of life insuran e he

al ulated the varian-

e of loss, results whi h were taken up immediately
afterward in the textbook literature. In [H 1901b℄
Hausdor

alled spe ial attention to the

on ept of

onditional probability, a notion of fundamental importan e that had only been used impli itly up until
then. He also introdu ed new terminology (relative
probability ) along with a suitable notation for it.

35

In this same paper (and independent of Thiele) he
dealt with semi-invariants and gave highly simplied derivations of the Gram-Charlier series of Type
A. His example of a sequen e of independent, identi35

Kolmogoro later adopted this notation (PB (A)) in his
book

Grundbegrie

(1933).
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ally distributed random variables
density

'(x) = 21 e jxj, for whi

Zn =
does not

n
X
k=1

ak Xk

with

X 1 ; X2 ; : : :

with

h

ak =

1

k + 21 )

(

onverge to a normal distribution provi-

ded the motivation for Paul Lévy to formulate an
interesting

onje ture about the de omposition of

the normal distribution into two independent
ponents. This

om-

onje ture from the early 1930s was

proved in 1936 by Harald Cramér.

36

Hausdor's prin ipal eld of resear h, however, soon
be ame set theory, espe ially the theory of ordered
sets. Initially it was his philosophi al interests that
led him to begin studying Cantor's ideas.

37 Already

in the summer semester of 1901 Hausdor oered a
le ture

ourse on set theory; this was nearly a rst in

Germany, only Ernst Zermelo's

ourse in Göttingen

the previous semester pre eded it. (Cantor himself
never oered le tures on set theory in Halle.) It was
in the

ontext of tea hing this

ourse that Hausdor

made his rst dis overy in set theory: the type

T (0 ) of all
of the

lass

ountable order types has the power



ontinuum. He soon found, though, that this

theorem was already in Felix Bernstein's Dissertation  as Hausdor
36
37

arefully noted in the margin of

For details, see [H 2005℄, pp. 579583.
See [H 2002℄, pp. 35.
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manus ript: Presented on 27 June 1901. Dissertati-

on of F. Bernstein re eived on 29 June 1901.

38

Hausdor engaged in a thorough study of ordered
sets, motivated in large part by Cantor's

ontinu-

um problem, whi h poses the question of nding
the pla e o
the



upied by

 = 2 0

in the sequen e of

39 In a letter to Hilbert from 29 September

.

1904, he revealed that this problem had plagued
me almost like an obsession.
theorem

ard(

40 He thought that the

T (0 )) =  oered a new strategy for

atta king the problem. Cantor had long

onje tu-

 =  , but it had only been proved that
   , where  represents the number of possi-

red that

1

1

1

ble well-orderings of a

ountable set. It turned out

that

of all possible orderings of

 is the number

su h a set, whi h naturally led to the study of orderings that were more general than well-orderings
but more spe ial than arbitrary orderings. This was
pre isely what Hausdor did in his rst set-theoreti
publi ation from 1901

41 in whi h he studied graded

sets (gestufte Mengen). In the meantime we know
from the results of Kurt Gödel and Paul Cohen that
38
39

NL Hausdor: Kapsel 03: Fasz. 12, Bl. 37.
Hausdor's ree tions on time as ba kground for his study
of order stru tures are taken up by Erhard S holz in his
arti le Logis he Ordnungen im Chaos: Hausdors frühe

40
41

Beiträge zur Mengenlehre (in [Br 1996℄, pp. 107134).
Niedersä hsis he

Staats-

und

Universitätsbibliothek

zu

Göttingen, Hands hriftenabteilung, NL Hilbert, Nr. 136.
[H 1901a℄.
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this strategy for solving the
no more

ontinuum problem had

han e of attaining its goal that did Can-

tor's approa h, whi h tried to generalize the CantorBendixson theorem for

losed sets to the

ase of ar-

bitrary un ountable point sets.
In 1904 Hausdor published the re ursion formula
that now
nal



arries his name: for every nonlimit ordi-



=

  :
1

This formula, together with the

on ept of

ona-

lity that Hausdor later introdu ed, served as the
foundation for all further results on the exponentiation of alephs. Hausdor 's pre ise knowledge of
the problemati s of re ursion formulae of this type enabled him to dete t an error in Julius König's
le ture presentation at the 1904 International Congress of Mathemati ians held in Heidelberg. König
laimed to have proved that the

ontinuum

an-

not be well-ordered, whi h would have implied that
its

ardinality is not an aleph, a result that evoked

42

onsiderable interest.

During the period from 1906 to 1909 Hausdor pu42

Determining that it was Hausdor who un overed this error
is parti ularly signi ant in view of the fa t that for well
over fty years the histori al literature has drawn a faulty
pi ture of the events in Heidelberg; detailed information
an be found in [H 2002℄, pp. 912 and in [Pu 2004℄. Further important sour e material on this story

an be found

in [Eb 2007℄.
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blished his fundamental works on ordered sets.
Only a few points

on erning these studies

43

an be

tou hed on here. Of fundamental importan e for the
entire theory is Hausdor 's
and

oinitiality: if

A

then

on epts of

onality

A is an ordered set and M

is said to be

onal ( oinitial) with

a 2 A there exists an m 2 M su
m  a (m  a). Thus, for example, (0,1)
 is
for every

m 1
m m2N

with

on ept
type

and

oinitial with

 A,

M

if

h that
onal

1

n n2N .

This

arries over to order types: for example, the

 asso

iated with the set of real numbers under

its natural ordering is

onal with the type

! of the

natural numbers.
An ordinal number is

alled regular if it is not

onal

with a smaller ordinal number, otherwise it is

al-

led singular. Hausdor named the smallest number
in ea h of Cantor's number

!0 ; !1 ; !2 ; : : : ; !! ; !!+1 ; : : :
regular, but !! = limn !n is onal

ber (Anfangszahl)
All

!

with

+1 are

!

lasses an initial num-

44 :

and thus an example of a singular initial

number. Hausdor asked whether there exist regular initial numbers with a limit number as index, a
query that served as the point of departure for the
theory of ina

essible

ardinal numbers. Hausdor

indeed realized that, were su h numbers to exist,

43
44

[H 1906, 1907a, 1907b, 1908, 1909℄.
Today these are identied with the

0 ; 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; ! ; !+1 ; : : : :
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they would have to be of exorbitant size.

45

The following theorem of Hausdor 's is of fundamental importan e: for every dense ordered set

A

without boundary there exist two uniquely determi-

! ; ! su h that A is o
 signies
oinitial with ! (where

ned regular initial numbers
nal with

! and

the inverse ordering). This theorem oers a sensitive instrument for

hara terizing gaps and elements

in ordered sets, as Hausdor showed. Following his
te hnique, if for example the ordered de ompositi-

Q represents a gap, that is P
greatest and Q no smallest element, then a
on

A

=

P

+

has no
ording

to the above theorem there exist two uniquely de-

! ; ! su h that P

oinitial with ! . Haus-

termined regular initial numbers
is

onal with

dor

!

Q is
(! ; ! )

and

alls the pair

=:



the

hara ter of

the gap. By this means one obtains from the deomposition
ned

A=P

+

fag + Q a uniquely determi-

hara ter for the element

must allow for

a,

though here one

; ! ), (! ; 1)

hara ters of the type (1

or (1, 1). Thus, in the set of rational numbers (with
the natural ordering) all gaps and elements have the
hara ter
If

W

00 .

is a given set of

gaps), for example

W

hara ters (for elements and

=

f ; ; ; g, the que00

01

10

22

stion arises whether there exists an ordered set having pre isely
45

W

as its set of hara ters. A ne essary

See [H 2002℄ and the

ommentary by Ulri h Felgner, pp.

598601.
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ondition for
dor su

W

is relatively easy to nd, and Haus-

eeded in showing that this

su ient, that is, that for any

W

ondition is also

that satises this

ondition there will be an ordered set having
its set of

W

as

hara ters. For this purpose one requires

a large reservoir of ordered sets, and this Hausdor
was able to

reate using his theory of general or-

dered produ ts and powers.

46 In this reservoir one

nds su h interesting stru tures as Hausdor 's



normal types. Cantor had already regarded the type

 = 0 of the rational numbers in their natural orde-

ring. He dis overed that this type is universal with
respe t to the type

lass

T (0 ) of all

types, that is, for every
exists a subset in



type a

lass

T (

ountable order type

omplishes the same thing for the type

). The question whether there exist
ardinality

leads to the question whether 2
was in this



 there

 that has the type . Hausdor 's

sets with the least possible

ralized

ountable order



=







+1

+1 then

+1 holds. It

ontext that Hausdor raised the gene-

ontinuum hypothesis for the rst time. His

sets were the point of departure for the notion of

saturated stru tures, whi h has sin e played a major
role in model theory.

47

Hausdor's general produ ts and powers also led
46
47

See [H 2002℄, pp. 604605.
On this see the essay by Ulri h Felgner: Die Hausdors he
Theorie der



-Mengen und ihre Wirkungsges hi hte. In:

[H 2002℄, pp. 645674.
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him to the

on ept of partially ordered sets. Fur-

thermore it turned out that the nal gradations of
sequen es and fun tions he had been intensively studying were partial orderings. His proof of the exi-

! ; !1 ) gaps in the maximal ordered sub-

sten e of ( 1

sets of these semi-ordered sets is among Hausdor 's
deepest results in set theory. Hausdor was able to
show that every ordered subset of a partially ordered set is

ontained in a maximal ordered subset

by using the well-ordering theorem. This theorem
is known today as Hausdor 's maximal

hain theo-

rem (Maximalkettensatz). Not only does it follow
from the well-ordering theorem (resp. the axiom of
hoi e), it was later shown to be equivalent to both

48

of them.

Already in 1908 Arthur S hoenies pointed out in
the se ond part of his report on set theory that the
more re ent theory of ordered sets (that is the extensions of this theory undertaken after Cantor) were
almost ex lusively due to Hausdor.
on lusion suggests a more general

49 S hoenies's

omment bearing

on the historiography of set theory, whi h until now
has

on entrated almost entirely on foundations is-

sues, in parti ular dis ussions involving the axiom
of
48

hoi e, as well as the attempts in various maRegarding this theorem and similar results of Casimir Kuratowski and Max Zorn, see the ommentary by U. Felgner

49

in [H 2002℄, pp. 602604.
[S 1908℄, p. 40.
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themati al and philosophi al dire tions to over ome
the antinomies. The extensions of set theory itself
immediately after Cantor have, on the other hand,
re eived

omparatively little attention in the histori-

al literature with the ex eption of the work of Zermelo; this applies in parti ular to the

ontributions

I

of Hausdor and Hessenberg.
n the summer semester of 1910 Hausdor was ap-

pointed to a position as o ial asso iate professor
(planmäÿigen Extraordinarius) at Bonn University.
As mentioned above, he found the a ademi

atmo-

sphere in Bonn far more to his liking than that in
Leipzig. There he had not taught any

ourses in set

theory sin e 1901, even though this was his primary
eld of resear h. After his arrival in Bonn, however,
he immediately gave a

ourse on set theory, whi h

he repeated in the summer semester of 1912, though
in a revised and expanded form. It was during that
summer that he began work on his magnum opus,
Grundzüge der Mengenlehre. He

ompleted it in

Greifswald, where Hausdor began tea hing as a full
professor (Ordinarius) in the summer semester of
1913; his book appeared in print in April 1914.
Set theory, as this area of mathemati s was understood at the time, in luded not just the general theory of sets but also point sets as well as the theories of

ontent and measure. Hausdor 's work was

the rst textbook that dealt systemati ally with all
aspe ts of set theory in this

28
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whi h provided

omplete proofs in a masterful form.

Moreover, it went well beyond the presentation of
known results: it
original

ontained a number of signi ant

ontributions by its author, whi h

an only

briey be des ribed here.
The rst six

hapters of the Grundzüge deal with

general set theory. Hausdor begins by setting out
an algebra for sets that in ludes some new

on epts

that would prove inuential (Dierenzenketten, rings
and elds of sets,

Æ- and -systems). These introdu

-

tory paragraphs on sets and their operations also
ontain the modern set-theoreti

on ept of a fun -

tion; here we en ounter, so to speak, many of the
ingredients that form the modern language of mathemati s. There follows in
si al theory of

hapters 3 to 5 the

las-

ardinal numbers, order types, and

ordinal numbers. In the sixth

hapter on Relations

between ordered and well-ordered sets (Beziehungen
zwis hen geordneten und wohlgeordneten Mengen)
Hausdor presents, among other things, the most
important results from his own resear hes on ordered sets.
The

hapters on point sets  one might prefer to

say on topology  exude the spirit of a new era. Here
Hausdor presents for the time, beginning with his
axioms for neighborhoods, a systemati

theory of

topologi al spa es, to whi h he added the separation axiom known today by his name. This theory
arose through a

omprehensive synthesis involving

29
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the work of other mathemati ians as well as Hausdor 's own ree tions on the spa e problem. The
on epts and theorems from
ry in

Rn

are now extended  so far as this is possible

 to the general
the newly
Yet in the

ase, where they are subsumed into

reated general or set-theoreti
ourse of

work, Hausdor
ly new
and

lassi al point set theo-

topology.

arrying out this translation

reated a number of fundamental-

onstru tions for topology like the interior

losure operations, while developing the fun-

damental

on epts of open set (whi h he

Gebiet) and

ompa tness, a

alled a

on ept he took from

Fré het. He also established and developed the theory of

onne tedness, introdu ing in parti ular the

notions of  omponents

and quasi- omponents.

He further spe ialized general topologi al spa es by
means of the rst and se ond Hausdor
ty axioms. The metri

spa es

of spa es that satisy the rst

ountabili-

omprise a large

lass

ountability axiom.

These were introdu ed in 1906 by Fré het, who

al-

led them  lasses (E); the terminology metris her
Raum is due to Hausdor. In his Grundzüge he
gave a systemati
tri

presentation of the theory of me-

spa es, to whi h he added several new

(Hausdor metri ,

-

on epts

ompletion, total boundedness,

onne tedness, redu ible sets). Fré het's work

50

had re eived little attention; it was through Haus50

[Fr 1906℄.
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dor 's Grundzüge that metri

spa es be ame wi-

51

dely familiar to mathemati ians.
Both the
nal

hapter on mappings as well as the -

hapter of the Grundzüge on measure theo-

ry and integration are impressive for the generality
of their approa h and the originality of the presentation. Hausdor 's la oni

remarks pointing to the

signi an e of measure theory for probability would
prove to be highly insightful. The nal
so

ontains the rst

hapter al-

orre t proof of the strong law

of large numbers of Borel.

52 Finally, the appendix

ontains the single most spe ta ular result in the
whole book, namely, Hausdor 's theorem that one
annot dene a nitely additive measure (invariant
under

ongruen es) on all bounded subsets in

Rn for

n  3. Hausdor 's proof is by means of a famous pa-

radoxi al de omposition of the sphere, for whi h it
is ne essary to invoke the axiom of
In the

ourse of the twentieth

hoi e.

53

entury it be ame

standard pra ti e to pla e mathemati al theories on
a set-theoreti
51

Detailed

and axiomati

basis. The

ommentaries on Hausdor 's

ontributions to ge-

neral topology and the theory of metri

52

reation of

spa es

an be

found in [H 2002℄, pp. 675787.
Shristi D. Chatterji gives

ommentary on measure theory

and integration in the Grundzüge in [H 2002℄, pp. 788

53

800; see also [Ch 2002℄.
On the histori al impa t of Hausdor's sphere paradox, see
[H 2001℄, pp. 1118; see als the arti le by Peter S hreiber
in [Br 1996℄, pp. 135148, and the monograph [W 1993℄.
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axiomati ally grounded general theories, as for example in general topology, served among things to
expose the stru tural elements

ommon to various

on rete situations or spe ial areas and to pla e these
in an abstra t theory that subsumed all these as speial

ases. By so doing, there is a

onsiderable gain

in simpli ity, unity, and ultimately in the e onomy
of thought. Hausdor gave spe ial emphasis to this
viewpoint in his Grundzügen.
topologi al

54 In this respe t the

hapters in the Grundzüge represent a

pioneering a hievement that paved the way for the
development of modern mathemati s. This modern
on eption of the essen e of mathemati s, made manifest through this new methodologi al orientation,
had been
re he

on eived by Hausdor many years befo-

omposed the Grundzüge, indeed well before

the appearan e of the relevant works of Fré het and
Friedri h Riesz.
re tion surely

55 An important impulse in this di-

ame from the Grundlagen der Geo-

metrie, whi h David Hilbert published in 1899. In
Hausdor 's le ture

ourse on Time and Spa e, held

during the winter semester of 1903/04, he remarked
about mathemati s in general: Mathemati s stands

ompletely apart not only from the a tual meaning
that one attributes to its

on epts but also from the

a tual validity one as ribes to its propositions. Its
undenable on epts are arbitrarily
54
55

[H 1914℄, p. 211.
[Fr 1906℄, [Ri 1907, 1908℄.
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thought, its axioms are also arbitrary, though
so as to be free from

hosen

ontradi tion. Mathemati s is

a s ien e of pure thought, just as is formal logi .

56

Hausdor had this to say about spa e in parti ular:

Thus: spa e is a logi al

onstru tion, namely it in-

ludes all propositions that follow logi ally from the
arbitrarily

hosen axioms, whereas the

ployed are arbitrarily
When

on epts em-

hosen obje ts of thought.

57

onsidering these quotations, one might won-

der why Hausdor did not undertake to se ure the
ultimate foundations, das Fundament des Fundamentes (Grundzüge, p. 1) by developing set theory on an axiomati

basis. He was, of

ourse, famili-

ar with Zermelo's axiomatization, but he regarded
this theory as only provisional: By stipulating sui-

table

: : :℄

onditions E. Zermelo undertook the [

essary attempt to

ne-

urtail the pro esses leading to a

boundless onstru tion of sets. However, these highly
astute investigations

annot yet be regarded as

om-

plete, and sin e an introdu tion to set theory along
this path would surely lead to great di ulties for
beginners, we prefer here to admit the naive
of set, taking due a
sary in order to

on ept

ount of the restri tions ne es-

ut o the path leading to the pa-

58 It surely did not es ape Hausdor that

radoxes.

Zermelo's
56
57
58

on ept of denite property

(deniten

NL Hausdor: Kapsel 24: Fasz. 71, Bl. 4.
Ibid., Bl. 31.
[H 1914℄, p. 2.
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59 In the remainder of

Eigens haft) la ked pre ision.

the Grundzüge he avoided entering into foundational questions.

60

The Grundzüge der Mengenlehre appeared at the
dawning of the First World War. When it broke out
in August 1914 s ienti
in the most dramati

life in Europe was ae ted

ways. Under these

ir umstan-

es, Hausdor 's book exerted hardly any impa t for
the next ve to six years. After the war ended, a new
generation of resear hers began to take up the many
suggestive impulses it
logy, now a

ontained, espe ially for topo-

entral eld of interest. The re eption of

Hausdor 's ideas was enhan ed by the founding in
1920 of a new journal in Poland, Fundamenta Mathemati ae. This was the rst mathemati al journal
spe ializing in the elds of set theory, topology, the
theory of real fun tions, measure theory and integration, fun tional analysis, logi , and the foundations of mathemati s. Within this spe trum of interests, general topology o

upied a

Hausdor 's Grundzüge was

entral pla e.

ited with great fre-

quen y beginning with the very rst issue of Fundamenta Mathemati ae. In the 558 papers (ex lu59
60

On this, see [Fe 1979℄, pp. 38 und pp. 4991.
On these matters, see Peter Koepke: Metamathematis he
Aspekte der Hausdors hen Mengenlehre. In: [Br 1996℄,
pp. 71106. There one nds an interesting parallel between set-theoreti

relativism and epistemologi al relati-

vism in Chaos in kosmis her Auslese.
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ding the three written by Hausdor himself ) that
appeared in the rst twenty volumes between 1920
and 1933, no fewer than 88 referred to the Grundzüge. Here one must also take a
dor 's

on epts had be ome so

ount that Hausommonpla e that

one nds these in several papers in whi h he was not
expli itly

ited.

Hausdor's Grundzüge had a similar inuen e on
the Russian topologi al s hool founded by Paul Alexandro and Paul Urysohn. This is evident from what
remains in Hausdor 's Na hlaÿ from his

orrespon-

den e with Alexandro and Urysohn (after Urysohn's
early death with Alexandro alone) as well as from
Urysohn's Mémoire sur les multipli ités Cantoriennes ([U 1925/1926℄), a work the size of a book in
whi h Urysohn set forth his theory of dimension,

i-

ting the Grundzüge no less than sixty times. The
demand for Hausdor 's book ontinued until well after the Se ond World War, as attested by the three
Chelsea reprints that appeared in 1949, 1965, and

I

1978.
n 1916 Hausdor and Alexandro solved (indepen-

dently of one another) the

ontinuum problem for

Borel sets

61 : Every Borel set in a

omplete separa-

ble metri

spa e is either at most

ountable or has

61

[H 1916℄, [A 1916℄. The notion of a Borel set in the modern sense was introdu ed by Hausdor in the Grundzüge. S hoenies had used the term Borel sets merely for
the

ase of

GÆ -sets.
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the power of the

ontinuum. This result generalizes

the theorem of Cantor-Bendixson, whi h makes the
same assertion for

losed subsets in

Rn .

Earlier in

1903 William Henry Young extended this theorem
to linear
for

GÆ -sets62

GÆÆ -sets

and in 1914 Hausdor proved it

in the Grundzügen. The theorem of

Alexandro and Hausdor proved to be a powerful
impulse for the further development of des riptive

63

set theory.

Among Hausdor 's publi ations from his tenure in
Greifswald, one in parti ular o

upies a spe ial pla e:

his paper on dimension and outer measure (Dimension und äuÿeres Maÿ).

64 This publi ation has re-

mained highly relevant up to the present time and
has probably been

ited more often in re ent years

than any other resear h paper from the de ade 1910
to 1920. Here a few te hni alities are required: Let

U be a system of bounded sets in Rq su h that ea h
q an be overed by the union of at most
set A  R
ountably many sets U 2 U with diameters d(U ) < "
" > 0 arbitrary). Let (x) be a

(

ontinuous, stri tly

; 1),

monoton in reasing nonnegative fun tion on [0

62
63

[Y 1903℄.
[AH 1935℄, p. 20. For further information see the

ommen-

tary of Vladimir Kanovei and Peter Koepke in [H 2002℄,

64

pp. 779782 und in [H 2008℄, pp. 439442.
[H 1919a℄.
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then for

A  Rq

Hausdor introdu es

8
<X

L" (A) = inf
:

n1

(d(Un )) : A 

L (A)

n1

Un ; d(Un ) < "

L (A) = lim L" (A):

and
This

[

"#0

is today

alled the Hausdor measure

(x). Hausdor assigned to a set A
the dimension [℄ if
for the fun tion

0

< L (A) < 1:

The fundamental and di ult question that now arises is the following: for a given fun tion
re always exist sets

A

 Rq



do the-



having dimension [ ℄?

Hausdor was able to show that this is indeed so
for every stri tly monoton in reasing, everywhere

(x) : [0; 1) ! [0; 1)
with (0) = 0 and limx!1 (x) = 1. In the ase
p
where (x) = x ; p positive real, one obtains the
on ave

usual

ontinuous fun tion

on epts asso iated with Hausdor measure

and Hausdor dimension. The Hausdor dimension
of a set

A is then the number

, for whi h

fp > 0 : L p (A) = 1g =
p
inf fp > 0 : L (A) = 0g;
( )

= sup

( )

where

L(p) = L

and with

(x) = xp .
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Hausdor's

on ept of dimension is a nely tuned in-

strument for

hara terizing and

are highly jagged. The

omparing sets that

on epts in Dimension und

äuÿeres Maÿ have been applied and further developed in numerous areas, for example, in the theory of
dynami al systems, geometri

measure theory, the

theory of self-similar sets and fra tals, the theory
of sto hasti

pro esses, harmoni

al theory, and number theory.

analysis, potenti-

65 Unfortunately the

boom of interest in fra tal theory

has often led

to misunderstandings and misinterpretations about
Hausdor 's

on eptions.

66

The University of Greifswald was a small Prussian
provin ial university of merely lo al importan e. Its
mathemati s institute was small, and in the summer
semester of 1916 and the following winter semester
Hausdor was the only mathemati ian tea hing in
Greifswald! Due to this
a tivities were almost
mentary

ir umstan e, his tea hing

ompletely dominated by ele-

ourses. His situation improved markedly

from a s ienti

standpoint when he went to Bonn

in 1921. Here he had the opportunity to expand his
65

On the histori al impa t of Dimension und äuÿeres Maÿ
see the arti les by Bandt/Haase and Bothe/S hmeling in
[Br 1996℄, pp. 149183 and pp. 229252 as well as the

om-

mentary by Shristi D. Chatterji in [H 2001℄, pp. 4454, and

66

the literature

ited therein.

About this see Klaus Steen: Hausdor-Dimension, reguläre Mengen und total irreguläre Mengen. In: [Br 1996℄,
pp. 185227.
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tea hing to a wide number of themes and to le ture over and again on his

urrent resear h interests.

Parti ularly noteworthy, for example, is the le ture
ourse he oered in the summer semester of 1923 on
probablity theory
on axiomati

67 in whi h he pla ed this theory

and measure-theoreti

foundations, al-

ready ten years before the publi ation of A. N. Kolmogoro 's Grundbegrie der Wahrs heinli hkeitsre hnung. In Bonn Hausdor found in Eduard Study and later Otto Toeplitz

olleagues who were not

only outstanding mathemati ians but who also beame good friends.
During this se ond period in Bonn Hausdor produ ed important work in analysis. In [H 1921℄ he
developed an entire

lass of summation methods for

divergent series whi h today are known as Hausdor methods.

68 The

and Cesàro are spe ial

lassi al methods of Hölder
ases of these Hausdor me-

thods. Ea h su h Hausdor method is given by a
sequen e of moments; in this

ontext Hausdor ga-

ve an elegant solution of the problem of moments
for a nite interval that bypasses the theory of

on-

tinued fra tions. In [H 1923b℄ he dealt with a spe ial
moment problem for a nite interval (subje t to
tain restri tions on the generating density
67
68

er-

'(x), for

NL Hausdor: Kapsel 21: Fasz. 64, reprinted in its entirety
with detailed
In Hardy's

ommentary in [H 2005℄, pp. 595756.

lassi al study [Har 1949℄ he devotes an entire

hapter to Hausdor methods.
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example that

'(x) 2 Lp[0; 1℄). Hausdor spent ma-

ny years working on

riteria for the solvability and

determination of moment problems, as eviden ed by
hundreds of pages left in his posthumous papers.
Hausdor made a fundamental

69

ontribution to the

emergen e of fun tional analysis in the 1920s with

Lp

his extension of the Fis her-Riesz theorem to

spa es in [H 1923 a℄. There he also proved the inequalities named after him and W. H. Young:
are the Fourier

;

1

2

p

+

1

q

1

L

f

= 1, then

1
X

If

oe ients of

janjp

P1
janjq
1
p

! p1





1

Z 2



2

0

70 If

2 Lq (0; 2); q 
 q1

jf jq dx :

onverges, then there exists an

; 

(0 2 ) having these

an

an as its Fourier

f

2

oe ients,

and furthermore



1

Z 2



2

0

jf jp dx

 p1



1
X
1

janjq

! q1

:

The Hausdor-Young inequalities served as the point
69

On the entire

omplex of these published and unpublished

works, see [H 2001℄, pp. 105171, 191235, 255267 and

70

339373.
Young had proved these for the spe ial

2; 3; : : : .
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71

of departure for wide ranging new developments.

In 1927 Hausdor published his book Mengenlehre, whi h has been de lared as the se ond edition
of the Grundzüge. In reality this was a totally new
book. In order to appear in the Gös hen series, it
was ne essary to give a far more restri ted presentation than in the Grundzüge. Thus large parts of
the theory of ordered sets and the se tions on measure theory and integration had to be dropped. Even
more regrettable than these omissions   a

ording

to Hausdor in his prefa e  was the need to sa-

ve further room in point set theory by sa ri ing the
topologi al standpoint, despite its attra tions for many readers of the rst edition, and instead

onning

the dis ussion to the simpler theory of metri

: : :℄72

[

spa es,

In fa t, some reviewers of the work expressly

regretted this

ir umstan e. As a form of

ompensa-

tion, however, Hausdor oered an up-to-date presentation of the state of resear h in des riptive set
theory. This insured that his new book re eived almost as strong a re eption as had the Grundzüge,
espe ially in Fundamenta Mathemati ae. It be ame a highly popular textbook and appeared again in
1935 in an expanded se ond edition, whi h was reprodu ed by Dover in 1944. An English translation
was published in 1957 with new printings in 1962,
71
72

See the

ommentary by Shristi D. Chatterji in [H 2001℄,

pp. 182190.
[H 1927℄, pp. 56.
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1978 and 1991. A Russian edition

ame out in 1937,

though this is not really a true translation; parts
of the book were reworked by Alexandro and Kolmogoro in order to put the topologi al standpoint
ba k in the foreground.

73

In 1928 Hans Hahn wrote a review of the Mengen-

74 Possibly Hahn already sensed the dangers

lehre.

of German anti-Semitism when he ended his review
with these words: This in every respe t masterful

presentation of a di ult and hazardous subje t is
a work of the type written by those who have

ar-

ried the fame of German s ien e around the world,
a work of whi h the author as well as all German

W

mathemati ians may be proud.

75

ith the assumption of power by the National So-

ialists anti-Semitism be ame an o ial state do -

trine. Hausdor was not dire tly ae ted in 1933 by
the notorious law to restore the

ivil servi e be-

ause he had already been a German

ivil servant

sin e before 1914. His tea hing a tivity was, however, apparently ae ted by a tivities undertaken by
Nazi student fun tionaries. In his manus ript for his
73

The

omplete text of the Mengenlehre is reprinted in [H

2008℄ (pp. 41351). Ba kground and re eption to the work
appear in an histori al introdu tion (pp. 140), and the
text itself re eives detailed

74
75

ommentary (pp. 352398) re-

garding mathemati al as well as histori al matters.
Reprinted in [H 2008℄, pp. 416417.
[Ha 1928℄, p. 58.
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le ture

ourse Innitesimalre hnung III held du-

ring the winter semester of 1934/35 he noted on page 16: Interrupted 20 November

76 Two days later,

on 22 November 1934, the Westdeuts he Beoba hter reported in an arti le entitled Party edu ates
the Politi al Students
working

that during these days a

onferen e of the Nazi Student Union was

taking pla e at Bonn University. The fo us of their
work during this semester was the theme of ra e and
folklore. These

ir umstan es make it likely that

Hausdor 's de ision to break o his le tures was
onne ted with this politi al a tivity. At no other
time in his long

areer, ex ept for the brief period of

the Kapp Puts h, did he ever

an el a le ture

ourse.

On 31 Mar h 1935, after some ba k and forth, Hausdor retired as an emeritus professor in Bonn. For
his forty years of su

essful labor in German higher

edu ation he re eived not a word of thanks from the
then responsible authorities. He

ontinued to work

on indefatigably, publishing not only the newly revised version of his book Mengenlehre but also seven
papers on topology and des riptive set theory, all of
whi h appeared in two Polish journals: one paper in
Studia Mathemati a, the others in Fundamenta
Mathemati ae. Here we

an only make a few brief

remarks about this work; all of whi h is reprinted
in volume III of the Gesammelten Werke ([H 2008℄)
76

NL Hausdor: Kapsel 19: Fasz. 59.
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with detailed

ommentary.

In his nal publi ation [H 1938℄, Hausdor showed
that a

ontinuous mapping from a

of a metri

spa e

E

losed subset

an be extended to all of

F

E (al-

lowing for the possibility that the image spa e

an

also be extended). In parti ular, a homeomorphism
dened on
on all of

F

an be extended to a homeomorphism

E . This work was a

ontinuation of earlier

investigations published in ([H 1919b℄ and [H 1930℄).
In [H 1919b℄ Hausdor gave a new proof of the Tietze extension theorem, and in [H 1930℄ he showed the
following: If

E

sed, and if on

is a metri

F

spa e and

is given a new metri

F

E

lo-

that leaves

the original topology invariant, then this new metri
an be extended to the entire spa e without altering
its topology. In [H 1935b℄ Hausdor studied spa es
that fulll the Kuratowski

losure axioms, ex ept for

the axiom demanding that the
idempotent. He

losure operation be

alled these gestufte Räume (to-

day they are usually known as

losure spa es) and

he used them to study relations between Fré het's
limit spa es and topologi al spa es.
The unpublished papers in Hausdor 's Na hlaÿ also
show how he

ontinued not only to work on but to

follow the most re ent developments in areas that interested him during these ever more di ult times.
A major sour e of support for him

ame from Eri h

Bessel-Hagen, who remained a faithful friend of the
Hausdor family throughout their ordeal. Bessel-
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Hagen brought books and journals from the mathemati s library, whi h Hausdor, as a Jew, was no
longer allowed to enter.
Several arti les would not su e to name all the
perdious laws, de rees, ordinan es, and other legalisti

ma hinations designed to dis riminate and iso-

late the Jews and deprive them of their property and
rights. Historians have

ounted them though: up to

the November 1938 pogrom there were more than
500 su h pro lamations. One wonders, why Hausdor, an internationally re ognized s holar living
under su h

onditions, did not attempt to emigrate

during the mid 1930s. The answer

an only remain

onje tural: in Bonn he had his home, his library
and the possibility to work, some true friends, and
although he was always a skepti , even he would
not have

onsidered it possible that the Nazi regime

would destroy the e onomi
by elderly people in the

foundations established
ourse of their long lives

and that ultimately they would pay with their lives.
The November pogrom, whi h

ame to be known as

the Night of the Broken Glass (Rei hskristallna ht),
with its open brutality made all this quite evident
and

lear. Hausdor, now over 70, at last made an

attempt to emigrate. Here is a passage from a letter
written by Ri hard Courant on 10 February, 1939 to
Hermann Weyl: Dear Weyl, I just re eived the en-

losed short and very tou hing letter from Professor
Felix Hausdor (whi h please return), who is seven-
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ty years old and whose wife is sixty-ve years old.
He

ertainly is a mathemati ian of very great merit

and still quite a tive. He asks me whether it would
be possible to nd a resear h fellowship for him.

77

Weyl and John von Neumann provided letters of reommendation that were presumably sent to Amerian institutions and

olleagues. In Weyl's letter, he

emphasized Hausdor 's many a
ontributions to mathemati s,

omplishments and
alling him: A man

with a universal intelle tual outlook, and a person
of great

ulture and

harm. These eorts of Weyl

and von Neumann were, however, evidently unsu essful.
From several sour es, in parti ular the letters of
Bessel-Hagen, we know that Hausdor and his family were for ed to undergo a number of humiliations,
espe ially after November 1938.

78 In mid 1941 the

Nazi government began to deport the Jews in Bonn
to the monastery Zur ewigen Anbetung in BonnEndeni h, from whi h the nuns had been expelled.
From there they were then transported to the extermination

amps in the east. In January 1942, Felix

Hausdor, his wife, and her sister Edith Pappen77

Veblen Papers, Library of Congress, Container 31, folder
Hausdor. We thank Reinhard Siegmund-S hultze, Kristiansand, for making a

78

opy of this letter available. He

was unable to nd Hausdor 's original letter.
Neuens hwander, E.: Felix Hausdors letzte Lebensjahre
na h Dokumenten aus dem Bessel-Hagen-Na hlaÿ. In: [Br
1996℄, pp. 253270.
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heim, who lived with them, were ordered to resettle
in the internment

amp in Bonn-Endeni h. On 26

January all three took their own lives with an overdosage of Veronal. Their last resting pla e is lo ated
in the

emetary in Bonn-Poppelsdorf.

Some of Bonn's Jewish
lusions about the

itizens probably still had il-

amp in Endeni h; Hausdor had

none. Erwin Neuens hwander found Hausdor 's farewell letter to the Jewish lawyer Hans Wollstein in
the papers of Bessel-Hagen.

79 , from whi h we

ite

the beginning and end:

Dear Friend Wollstein!
By the time you re eive this letter, we three will have
solved this problem in another way  the way you always tried to dissuade us from. The feeling of safety
that you predi ted would be ours on e the di ulties
of moving had been over ome has not
all. On the

ome about at

ontrary:
Even Endeni h

Is perhaps not yet the end (das Ende ni h)!
What has happened to the Jews in the last months
awakes justied anxiety in us that we will no longer
be allowed to experien e bearable

onditions. After

expressing his gratitude to friends, and with great
omposure formulating his last wishes regarding his
funeral and last will, Hausdor wrote further: Ex u79

NL Bessel-Hagen, Universitätsar hiv Bonn. For the rst
time printed in [Br 1992℄, p. 94; as fa simile in [Br 1996℄,
pp. 265267.
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se us for ausing you troubles even after death; I am
onvin ed that you will do what you

an (and that

is perhaps not very mu h). Ex use us also for our
desertion! We hope that you and all our friends will
experien e better times.
Your truly devoted,
Felix Hausdor
It remains to add that this last wish of Hausdor 's
was not fullled: the lawyer Wollstein was murdered
in Aus hwitz.

H

ausdor 's library was sold by his son-in-law and

sole heir Arthur König. His posthumous papers were
preserved by a friend of the family, the Bonn Egyp-

tologist Hans Bonnet, who later wrote about their
further fate in [Bo 1967℄. Hausdor 's papers [. . . ℄

were not yet saved, for in De ember 1944 a bomb
explosion destroyed my house and the manus ripts
were mired in rubble from a

ollapsed wall. I dug

them out without being able to pay attention to their
order and

ertainly without saving them all. Then

: : :℄. When

in January 1945 I had to leave Bonn [

I

returned in the summer of 1946 almost all the furniture had disappeared, but the papers of Hausdor
were essentially inta t. They were worthless for treasure hunters. Nevertheless, they suered losses and
the remaining s attered pages were mixed together
more than ever. The on e well-ordered

48
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be ome a

haos.

80 All of this led to evident losses

among the do uments (for example, only very few
letters have survived). The late Professor Günter
Bergmann from Münster performed a great servi e
by

arefully ordering the surviving 25,978 pages of

the Hausdor Na hlaÿ, an enormous eort that took
several years of meti ulous work. In 1980 he transfered the now se ure results over to the Bonn University library. Bergmann also published a some of
the preserved papers in two fa simile volumes.

81

The 26th of January, 1992 marked the ftieth anniversary of Hausdor 's death. On this o

asion, Pro-

fessor Egbert Brieskorn took the initiative in preparing a spe ial exhibit that awoke
rest in Hausdor 's
mati al

onsiderable inte-

areer, and not only in mathe-

ir les. At the same time a memorial

ol-

loquium was held from whi h emerged the volume
[Br 1996℄

ited several times above. Parallel with

these a tivities, eorts began to laun h an editorial proje t to publish Hausdor 's work. Professor
Friedri h Hirzebru h took the initiative in

reating

a Hausdor Commission with the Northern RhineWestphalian A ademy of S ien es; this Hausdor
Commission was pla ed under the dire tion of Professor Reinhold Remmert and it began to undertake the ne essary organizational steps to bring the
proje t in motion. From the beginning of November
80
81

[Bo 1967℄, p. 76 (152).
[H 1969℄.
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1993 to the end of 1995 the author

atalogued the

holdings in the Hausdor Na hlaÿ. As a prerequisite
for the editorial work that would follow it was neessary to produ e a nding aid book des ribing the
ontents of all the do uments.

82

In November 1996, with the support of the Deuts he Fors hungsgemeins haft, work was ready to begin on preparing the Hausdor-Edition for publi ation. It will ultimately

ontain reprints of all his pu-

blished astronomi al and mathemati al works along
with detailed

ommentary. Only sele ted portions of

his unpublished works

an appear in the edition; the

manus ripts in his Na hlaÿ play an important part,
however, in the

ommentaries. There was a

on-

sensus from the start that Hausdor 's literary and
philsophi al works, written under his pseudonym,
should also be taken up in the edition along with
ommentaries. For this purpose it was ne essary to
bring together s holars representing a broad spe trum of expertise. This group of

ontributing edi-

tors, some of whom are still asso iated with the proje t,

onsists of 16 mathemati ians, four historians

of mathemati s, two literary s holars, one philosopher, and one astronomer. Their nationalities are al82

This Findbu h is a

essible on internet under:

www.ai .uni-wuppertal.de/fb7/hausdorff/findbu h.asp
This resour e

an be used for sear hes also, for example

to determine whether, and if so in whi h do uments, a
person or

50
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so diverse, representing Germany, Switzerland, Russia, the Cze h Republi , and Austria. Beginning in
January 2002 the Hausdor-Edition has been taken
over as an o ial proje t of the Nordrhein-Westfälis hen Akademie; the editorial responsibility for the
edition as a whole lies with Egbert Brieskorn, Friedri h Hirzebru h, Reinhold Remmert, Walter Purkert and Erhard S holz. A parti ular di ulty 
though also a spe ial appeal  is the interdis iplinary

hara ter of the proje t. On the one hand,

it is important to tra e the inuen es Hausdor 's
philosophi al work had on his mathemati s, espe ially those
hanges

on eptions whi h bear on fundamental

onne ted with the passage to mathemati-

al modernity. On the other hand, in his philosophial and o

asionally in the literary works one hears

mathemati al overtones, espe ially in his lyri
try, though often these are sporadi

poe-

and di ult to

grasp.
The entire edition will appear in nine volumes stru tured as follows:
Band I : Biographie. Hausdor als akademis her Lehrer. Arbeiten über geordnete Mengen
Band II : Grundzüge der Mengenlehre (1914)
Band III : Mengenlehre (1927, 1935). Arbeiten zur
deskriptiven Mengenlehre und Topologie
Band IV : Analysis, Algebra und Zahlentheorie
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Band V : Astronomie, Optik und Wahrs heinli hkeitstheorie
Band VI : Geometrie, Raum und Zeit
Band VII : Philosophis hes Werk (Sant' Ilario.
Das Chaos in kosmis her Auslese. Essays zu
Nietzs he)
Band VIII : Literaris hes Werk (Ekstasen, Der
Arzt seiner Ehre, Essays)
Band IX : Korrespondenz
Springer-Verlag has taken on the responsibility of
publishing the Hausdor-Edition, and ve of the
volumes have already appeared, namely volumes IV
(2001), II (2002), VII (2004), V (2005), III (2008).
The publisher has provided the books with an appealing design, and ea h individual volume
a

ontains

omplete list of Hausdor 's writings, in luding

those he published under his pseudonym. A glan e
at this list of works shows that there are several not
even mentioned in this essay, for example those on
algebra (in luding the Baker- Campbell- Hausdor
formula) and other important

ontributions to ana-

lysis and topology. For these, we

an only refer the

interested reader to the ve respe tive volumes mentioned above.
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